20 September 2012: International Workshop
Protecting historic centres during emergencies

9.00 Registration
9.30 Opening remarks – Alfio Pini (Head of National Fire Corps - CNVVF)
Greetings Authorities

Session 1 - Technical codes and case studies –
Chairman Maurizio Crovato (Chief editor of RAI International)

10.00 Nfpa 909 and 914 and statistics – Donald Moeller - Deborah Freeland (NFPA)
10.20 Fire standards in Italy: problems and solutions - Luca Nassi (CNVVF)
10.40 Toronto Distillery district – Fred Leber (Leber/Rubes Inc.)
11.00 Protection of the Historical Architecture and criteria of Equivalent Safety – Renata Codello (Soprintendency of Venice)

Break

11.50 Thun Castle – Francesco Notaro, Emanuele Gissi (CNVVF)
12.10 Lexington Historic district – Danny Mac Daniel (Colonial Williamsburg Foundation)
12.30 FSE applied to historical building in Venice – Andrea Ferrari - Luciano Nigro (AllA - SFPE Italian Chapter)
12.50 Alaska Historic Area – Steve Peterson (US Department of the Interior)

13.10 Questions and discussion

Break

Session 2 - Emergency management – Chairman Loris Munaro (CNVVF)

14.30 ITC and emergencies in historic districts - Stefano Marsella (CNVVF)
15.10 Heritage buildings and the L’Aquila and Emilia earthquakes: lessons learnt – Marco Cavriani (CNVVF) – Stefano Grimaz (Udine University)
15.30 Training the staff to fire and other emergencies: the National Trust experience - Steve Emery (English Heritage)

15.50 Questions and discussion
16.30 Closing remarks

With the sponsorship of:

Venue: Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista, Venice, Italy
Info: heritage@vigilfuoco.it

Participation is free but registration via email is required.